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Shadow Ghost
on the Queen
Mary
SPECIFICATIONS:
Date: July 12, 2015
Location: Onboard the
Museum Ship/Hotel
Queen Mary in Long
Beach, CA

ORIGINAL IMAGE

Photographer: Name
withheld

PRECEDING
PHOTO TAKEN
9 SECONDS
EARLIER SHOWS
NO ANOMALOUS SHAPE
ABOVE HATCH

Type Camera: Canon
Powershot A2500
Other Information:
Vessel has a long and
rich history of paranormal activity

ENHANCED BLOW UP OF
ANOMALOUS IMAGE
The luxury liner Queen Mary, permanently docked in Long Beach, CA,
has a long reputation for being a hotbed
of paranormal activity, and this photo
suggest that it is still keeping that tradition alive and well to this day. The
woman who took this photo was on a
tour with a paranormal group onboard
the vessel in July of 2015, during which
time she shot numerous photos of several locations throughout the ship with
her Canon Powershot camera. While
none of the other photos show anything
unusual, this single photo, one of several taken near the ship’s pool area (the
women’s showers, to be exact)--an area
particularly famous for paranormal activity--revealed something interesting.
While the photo is far from clear, it does

appear to show a definite shape near the
upper left hand corner of the door at the
end of the corridor that wasn’t in any of
the previous shots. (Immediately preceding photo, taken just nine seconds
earlier, also shown above.) Brightening
the photo and pulling up the contrast
(seen above and to right) makes it appear to be a human head, somewhat in
profile. Note that the shape also covers
several frames to the left of the hatch
seen in the previous photos, suggesting
that whatever it is, it has a degree of
mass to it. A trick of light and shadow
or a true apparition? Take a look at the
close up, enhanced image to the right
and decide for yourself. (Used with
permission. All rights reserved.)

